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ing, for instance, on one side may be made to contrast with

group of trees, a large oak, or a rising hill, on the other." An

in meet illustration of this principle, we find that all the scene

of the Leasowes are at least well balanced, though most of

their central points are unluckily away: the eye never slides

off the landscape, but cushions itself upon it with a sense of

security and repose; and the feeling, even when one fails to

trace it to its origin, is agreeable. "Whence,' says the poet,

"does this taste proceed, but from the love we bear to regular.

ity in perfection? But, after all, in regard to gardens, the

shape of the ground, the disposition of the trees, and the figure

of the water, must be sacred to nature, and no forms must be

allowed that make a discovery of art."

England has produced many greater poets than Shenstone,

but she never produced a greater landscape-gardener. In at

least this department he stands at the head of his class, unap

proachable and apart, whether pitted against the men of his

own generation, or those of the three succeeding ones. And

in any province. in which mind must be exerted, it is at least

something to be first. The estimate of Johnson cannot fail to

be familiar to almost every one. It is, however, so true in

itself, and so exquisitely characteristic of stately old Samuel,

that I must indulge in the quotation. "Now was excited his

[Shenstone's] delight in rural pleasures, and his ambition of

rural elegance. He began to point his prospects, to diversify

his surface, to entangle his walks, and to wind, his waters;

which he did with such judgment and such fancy as made his

little domain the envy of the great and the admiration of the

skilful,- a place to be visited by travellers and copied by

designers. Whether to plant a walk in undulating curves, and

to place a bench at every turn where there is an object to catch

the view,- to make water run where it will be heard, and to
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